No one in the SETI community is discouraged, however. They didn't get lucky this time, but then, they had no idea what Phoenix's chances were anyway. "There's got to be life in the galaxy," says physicist and SETI searcher Paul Horowitz of Harvard University. "If they're attempting to contact other civilizations, we'll succeed some day." SETI has come a long way from its humble beginnings. Drake kicked off modern SETI in 1960 with his Project Ozma; he pointed a 26-meter radio telescope dish at two nearby stars for a few days each, scanning across 0.4 megahertz (MHz) of the microwave spectrum one channel at a time. Nothing heard. NASA eventually began a SETI program, only to have a Congress leery of looking for "little green men" kill it off in 1993. Project Phoenix immediately rose from the ashes of the NASA program. Privately funded at about $4 million a year, it involved larger, more sensitive antennas, including the world's largest at 1000 meters at Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Project researchers will end their final observing run there on 5 March. They will have searched about 710 star systems within 150 light-years of Earth. Thanks to faster but cheaper computing, they could search 70 million channels simultaneously across an 1800-Mhz range of frequencies just above those of FM radio.
All things considered, the Phoenix search has been 100 trillion times more effective than Ozma, says SETI Institute senior astronomer Seth Shostak. "We could have heard a transmitter aimed our way from 100 light-years," he says, assuming the antenna was the size of Arecibo's and was broadcasting with a very modest power of 10,000 watts or more. The negative result from Phoenix "does imply there are not large numbers of civilizations transmitting at many frequencies," says Drake, or at least not lately.
Phoenix has been the premier SETI search targeting individual stars, but there's more than one way to scan the skies. Phoenix searchers were assuming that broadcasting civilizations are abundant in the Milky Way, abundant enough that scanning something like one or two thoughtfully selected stars out of each 100 million might succeed. An alternative to targeted searching pursued by several privately funded groups independently of the SETI Institute is to scan the skies broadly and hope the signal is a strong one.
Under a half-dozen incarnations of SERENDIP (Search for Extraterrestrial Radio Emissions from Nearby Developed Intelligent Populations), led by astronomer Daniel Werthimer of the University of California, Berkeley, receivers have ridden piggyback on several antennas, including Arecibo. They siphon off a bit of whatever signals radio astronomers happen to pick up as they sweep the sky during their own studies. SERENDIP has scanned billions of radio sources in the Milky Way.
The META (Megachannel Extraterrestrial Assay) and BETA (Billion-channel Extraterrestrial Assay) searches conducted by Harvard's Horowitz were all-sky like SERENDIP, albeit with a much less sensitive, dedicated antenna. But BETA, like Phoenix, could separate true E.T. signals from terrestrial interference in real time, which SERENDIP cannot. That has left SERENDIP researchers with hundreds of possible E.T. signals that were not there when they checked again months or years later. In the past few years, Drake, Werthimer, Horowitz, and others have begun real-time searches at optical wavelengths, on the assumption that E.T. broadcasters might be using a different part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Thousands of stars have been targeted so far for nanosecond flashes of an alien laser.
None of these searches has detected a bona fide signal from an E.T. intelligence. "Maybe what's been done is establish that the sky is not littered with signals that are easy to detect," says Horowitz. Barring a lucky break, that's about all anyone was expecting from a still-nascent endeavor in which researchers are "looking for an uncertain manifestation of a hypothetical presence," as Shostak has put it.
Uncertain or not, they'll keep on looking. SERENDIP and the optical searches continue, and the SETI Institute's $35 million successor to Phoenix, the Allen Telescope Array, is already taking shape near northern California's Mount Lassen. Initially funded by an $11.5 million gift from technology investor and Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen, the first three 6-meter antennas are already operating. A set of 32 identical antennas will begin searching this year, and-given future funding -a field of 350 antennas will blossom. With a total collecting area one-quarter that of Arecibo, the full array would sacrifice sensitivity for accelerated search speed. That's because multiple antennas can computationally generate multiple "virtual telescopes" for simultaneous searching.
Given the continued reduction in computation costs, "you can expect the speed of the reconnaissance will double every 18 months," says Shostak. "Within the next 2 decades, we'll check out not a few thousand, but a few million stars." If the galaxy is populated by only 10,000 advanced civilizations, he says, "success is a few decades down the road."
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Early-generation searches for extraterrestrial intelligence are coming up emptyhanded, but the SETI community is carrying on E . T. S e a rc h An increasingly discriminating ear. Ever-cheaper fast computers will greatly accelerate the Allen Telescope Array's scanning for signals from any communicative extraterrestrials.
